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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
BUSINESS ENTITIES AND NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 1 — 25 POINTS (FIVE POINTS EACH SUBPART) 
Allison maintains a checking account with Baton Rouge Bank (“BRB”).  Allison is 
divorced and lives with her 25-year-old daughter, Ella.  Without Allison’s knowledge, Ella 
obtained access to Allison’s checkbook, which Allison kept in a drawer at home.  Ella began 
forging Allison’s signature on checks, and cashing the checks drawn on Allison’s account at 
BRB.   
Every month during the period December 2016 through March 2017, Ella forged and 
cashed at BRB a $1,000 check, for a total of $4,000 over this four-month period.  Each forged 
check was included in BRB’s monthly statement to Allison.  Allison received the monthly 
statement for each of December, January and February by the seventh day of the following 
month, but she initially did not review those statements.  On April 16, 2017, Allison received and 
reviewed her March 2017 bank statement from BRB and discovered a check in the amount of 
$1,000 that bore an obvious forgery of her signature and had been cashed by Ella in March.  
Allison then immediately reviewed the three earlier bank statements and discovered the three 
earlier checks that had also been obviously forged by Ella. 
On that same day, upon further investigation, Allison also discovered that Ella found a 
check payable to Allison in the amount of $3,000 that Allison had received for the sale of an old 
car.  The check had been sitting in a pile of mail on a table in the kitchen.  Ella had forged 
Allison’s endorsement on the back of the check and cashed it at BRB on April 10, 2017.  The 
check was drawn on an account at Federal Bank.  
Allison immediately demanded that BRB remit payment to her for $7,000:  $4,000 for the four 
$1,000 checks and another $3,000 for the check on which Ella had forged Allison's endorsement.  
BRB maintains that it followed standard banking practices and paid all these checks in good 
faith.  BRB also asserts that Allison was negligent in failing to restrict access to her checkbook. 
1.1. As a general rule, does the bank or the depositor suffer the loss for payment of an 
instrument bearing a forged signature of the depositor?  Explain fully. 
1.2. Is BRB’s defense that Allison was negligent in failing to restrict access to her 
checkbook likely to succeed?  Explain fully. 
1.3. What other defenses, if any, does BRB have (beyond any possible defense addressed 
in Question 1.2. above) in order not to have to reimburse Allison for the four forged 
checks that were included in Allison’s monthly bank statements?  Explain fully. 
1.4. Can Allison recover from either or both of BRB or Federal Bank the amount of the 
$3,000 check that she had received from the sale of her old car? What defenses 
might be available to prevent her from recovering?  If Allison is successful in 
obtaining recovery from the banks, which of them must bear the loss as between the 
banks?  Explain fully. 
1.5. What impact, if any, would it make if Allison could prove that BRB failed to follow 
its own internal policy of reviewing and comparing signature cards for any checks 
in excess of $500? 
[End of Question 1] 
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
BUSINESS ENTITIES AND NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 2 — 30 POINTS (THREE POINTS EACH SUBPART) 
Short Answer Questions.  Please answer each question and provide a brief explanation for 
your answer.  
2.1. What is a holder in due course?  What advantages does a holder in due course 
have? 
2.2. Under the Louisiana Business Corporation Act, how and when are the directors of a 
corporation elected and by what vote?  How are the officers elected and by what 
vote? 
2.3. Under the Louisiana Business Corporation Act, with respect to an action proposed 
to be taken by a corporation’s board of directors, what in general are the 
qualifications that a director must have to be considered a “qualified director”?  
2.4. Identify three matters that require the approval of the majority of the members of a 
limited liability company (absent a contrary provision in its articles of organization 
or written operating agreement). 
2.5. What are the required votes and procedure for a corporation to dissolve? 
2.6. What legal duties do directors and officers owe to a corporation? 
2.7. What is the difference between a direct action and a derivative action by a 
shareholder against the directors of a corporation? 
2.8. What is cumulative voting, and why might a shareholder want cumulative voting? 
2.9. What minimum information must be included in a partnership agreement to 
establish a partnership in commendam? 
2.10. What is piercing the corporate veil, and what are the elements necessary to establish 
entitlement to piercing of the veil in a suit? 
[End of Question 2] 
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
BUSINESS ENTITIES AND NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 3 — 25 POINTS (FIVE POINTS EACH SUBPART) 
Alice and Bessie have decided to start a home design and decorator business.  To 
formalize their agreement, they signed a document that has the following language: 
AGREEMENT 
This 1st day of January, 2016, we, Alice and Bessie, agree to form and carry on as 
co-owners for profit a home design and decorator business in Louisiana named 
A&B Home Design Partners (“Home Design”), for a period of two years from the 
date hereof or such later date as we may mutually agree in writing.  We each 
promise to contribute $10,000 in cash to Home Design upon signing this 
agreement, to perform services exclusively for Home Design for the period of this 
agreement and to share profits from the business equally. 
Bessie contributed $10,000 on January 1, 2016, by depositing that amount in Home 
Design’s bank account.  Alice orally promised to Bessie that she would likewise deposit her 
$10,000 contribution in Home Design’s bank account by January 28, 2016. 
Without Bessie’s knowledge, one week later, on January 8, 2016, Alice entered into an 
agreement with Upscale Properties, Inc. (“Upscale”) to design and implement the interior 
designs for two homes.  Alice set forth the terms of the agreement in a letter to Upscale on Home 
Design letterhead, which Alice signed as “Partner.”  The agreement provided that Upscale would 
advance all funds upon request to Home Design for the costs of all building materials for Home 
#1 and Home #2 and that Upscale would pay Home Design $20,000 upon completion of work on 
Home #1 and an additional $20,000 upon completion of work on Home #2.   
Alice did not inform Bessie of the agreement with Upscale.  Alice intended to keep the 
agreement with Upscale secret from Bessie, complete the work herself, and keep the $40,000 
profit for herself.   
At Alice’s request, on January 10, 2016, Upscale advanced $10,000 to Alice to pay for 
materials for Home #1.  Alice deposited the $10,000 into her personal bank account and 
purchased the materials for Home #1 with a personal check in the amount of $10,000.  Alice 
completed the work on Home #1 on January 23, 2016, at which time Upscale paid Alice, as 
agreed, the additional $20,000 for Home #1.  Alice immediately deposited the $20,000 into her 
personal bank account. 
On January 30, 2016, at Alice’s request, Upscale advanced to Alice another $10,000 for 
materials for Home #2, which Alice deposited into her personal account.  On February 1, 2016, 
before Alice purchased any materials for or began work on Home #2, Bessie received Home 
Design’s bank statement and discovered that Alice had not made her initial $10,000 contribution 
to the business as promised.  Bessie confronted Alice about her failure to make her agreed 
contribution.  During their ensuing discussions, Bessie learned for the first time about Alice's 
dealings with Upscale.  Angered by this information, Bessie sold her entire interest in Home 
Design to Candy on February 3, 2016 for $10,000.  By letter dated February 3, 2016, Bessie 
advised Alice: “I am hereby withdrawing from Home Design, and Candy is now your new 
business partner.” 
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE 
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3.1. Were Alice and Bessie partners on January 8, 2016 when Alice signed the agreement 
with Upscale?  Explain fully. 
For questions 3.2 through 3.5 below, assume that Alice and Bessie validly formed a Louisiana 
partnership on January 1, 2016. 
3.2. What was the legal effect, if any, of Bessie’s February 3, 2016 letter to Alice?  
Explain fully. 
3.3. Did Candy become a partner of Home Design?  Explain fully. 
3.4. If Alice refuses to do the work on Home #2 and Upscale is entitled to damages for 
breach of contract, explain the respective liability, if any, of Alice, Bessie and Home 
Design to Upscale. 
3.5. Can Home Design recover from Alice the $10,000 contribution that Alice promised 
but did not pay?  Can Home Design recover from Alice the $20,000 profit paid to 
Alice by Upscale for the work on Home #1?  Explain both fully. 
[End of Question 3] 
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
BUSINESS ENTITIES AND NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 4 — 20 POINTS 
Ten multiple choice questions, each worth 2 points, tested the following areas of law: 
4.1. Shareholder appraisal rights 
4.2. Commercial paper – endorsements 
4.3. Partnership liabilities 
4.4. Partnership liabilities 
4.5. Limited Liability Companies – initial report 
4.6. Limited Liability Companies – dissolution 
4.7. Limited Liability Companies – division of profits 
4.8. Limited Liability Companies – acts outside ordinary course 
4.9. Holder in due course 
4.10. Board of director and shareholder resolutions 
[End of Question 4] 
END OF BUSINESS ENTITIES AND NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS TEST 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
CIVIL CODE I 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 1 — 40 POINTS 
Alice and Bobby dated for several years and then were validly married eight years ago.  
Two months before the wedding, Alice gave birth to a son, Chase.  Bobby was at the hospital for 
the birth and signed the birth certificate.  Unbeknownst to Bobby, Alice had met with an old 
boyfriend and had sex approximately nine months before Chase was born.  Alice does not know 
who Chase’s father is, but she never told Bobby about the sexual encounter with her old 
boyfriend. 
A week before their wedding, Bobby presented Alice with a written agreement which 
provided that, in the event of a divorce, each spouse fully and irrevocably waived any and all 
rights to both interim and final periodic support.  It also provided that the parties elected to opt 
out of Louisiana’s community property regime with respect to any immovable property.  The 
agreement also specified that any unenforceable provision be severed from the agreement and 
the remaining provisions be enforced.  Both Alice and Bobby signed the agreement before the 
wedding, but no notary or witnesses were present when they signed it.  Three months later, Alice 
and Bobby appeared before a notary and two witnesses to duly acknowledge their signatures on 
the agreement, to re-affirm their intent to opt-out of the community property regime with respect 
to immovable property and to waive interim and final support in the event of a divorce. 
Shortly after their wedding, Bobby and Alice found a beautiful old, neglected home in a 
desirable area of Louisiana.  Bobby (but not Alice) signed the act of sale purchasing the home for 
$600,000.  Bobby used $100,000 from his bank account, which contained only pre-marriage 
earnings, and borrowed the remaining $500,000 for the purchase price from a bank via a loan in 
his name only.  Alice loved the house and spent the next year meticulously renovating it.  Using 
money she inherited from her grandmother, she paid $100,000 to purchase materials for the 
renovations.  Had the couple hired someone to perform the work that Alice did herself, it would 
have cost them another $150,000.  The home became their family home and is now valued at 
$1.3 million.  The couple diligently paid the home loan down with Bobby’s post-marriage 
earnings and paid off the loan in full six months ago. 
A year after their marriage, Alice gave birth to another son, David.  Bobby and Alice 
decided that Alice would resign from her position as a mechanical engineer to care for Chase and 
David.  Bobby continued to operate his successful real estate development business.  The family 
has lived on Bobby’s income for support at all relevant times. 
A few years after David was born, Bobby had an affair with another woman.  Alice found 
out about the affair and was devastated.  She confronted Bobby, who ended the affair.  Bobby 
and Alice worked to restore their relationship, and they continued to live together and engage in 
marital relations for several months.  The damage to the marriage, however, was irreparable.  
Their relationship deteriorated, and they began to argue and fight in front of the children.  Alice 
also became depressed and began to drink excessively.  Three months ago, Bobby moved out of 
the family home and into a condominium 45 minutes away.  Although Bobby has telephoned 
Chase and David, he has not seen them since he moved out.  He has, however, been seen around 
town having dinner with numerous women.  A month ago, Alice ran into her former boyfriend 
and would like to begin dating him. 
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE 
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Please answer the following seven subquestions.  The subquestions are not weighted equally 
in Question 1.  Explain each answer; an answer without an explanation will receive no credit. 
1.1. What are each spouse’s options for divorce?  What potential time delays, benefits 
and complications are associated with each option?  Discuss.  (10 points) 
1.2. If either spouse files a divorce action, is Alice entitled to interim and/or final spousal 
support?  Discuss.  (5 points) 
1.3. Did Alice and Bobby validly opt out of the community property regime for 
immovable property?  Discuss.  (5 points) 
For the remaining subquestions of Question 1, assume that Alice and Bobby did not sign any 
agreement between themselves or otherwise seek to opt out of the community property regime. 
1.4. How should the family home be classified: as Bobby’s separate property or as the 
couple’s community property?  Discuss.  (5 points) 
1.5. What credit, if any, is Alice entitled to receive if the court awards the home to 
Bobby as part of a divorce proceeding?  Discuss.  (5 points) 
1.6. If Bobby now learns that Chase is not his son, will an action to disavow paternity of 
Chase be timely?  Discuss.  (5 points) 
1.7. If a divorce proceeding is filed and Alice and Bobby cannot agree on custody for the 
two boys and Bobby does not disavow Chase, how should the court initially award 
custody of the two boys?  Discuss.  (5 points) 
[End of Question 1] 
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
CIVIL CODE I 
FEBRUARY 2018 
 
QUESTION 2 — 40 POINTS 
 
By a valid act of sale over 40 years ago, Frank acquired 200 acres of land in a roughly 
square shape; he used most of the land for farming sugar cane.  Frank’s property fronted a paved 
public road on the north and was bounded by other persons’ properties on the east and west sides 
and by a lake on the south. 
 
Frank had a good relationship with his neighbor Ralph, who operated a rice farm on the 
north side of the public road.  Because Ralph’s property did not have access to water, Ralph 
asked Frank if he could install an irrigation pipeline running from the lake across Frank’s 
property.  Frank granted to Ralph, as owner and operator of the rice farm, the right to install and 
operate a pipeline across Frank’s property for transportation of water, provided that the pipeline 
be buried at least six (6) feet below ground and that Ralph build a dirt road over the pipeline so 
that Frank could use it to reach the lake from the public road.  The Pipeline Agreement was 
properly recorded in the parish conveyance records 40 years ago.  The Pipeline Agreement did 
not specify a precise location for the pipeline, but promptly after the Pipeline Agreement was 
recorded, Ralph installed the pipeline six feet under the western portion of Frank’s property and 
also built a dirt road directly over where he laid the pipeline.  Ralph has been using the pipeline 
continuously since then and has also regularly used the dirt road to access the lake from the 
public road.  Although Frank and Ralph had never discussed Ralph’s use of the dirt road to 
access the lake, being a good neighbor and friend, Frank did not object to Ralph’s use of the dirt 
road, and for almost 40 years Ralph has in fact used the dirt road to go fishing in the lake.  To 
preserve his remaining land for farming, Frank chose not to build any other roads to the lake. 
 
Frank built a beautiful home on the southern-most portion of his property along the lake 
20 years ago and has been using the dirt road to access his home since it was built. 
 
Five years ago, Frank subdivided a 20-acre parcel from the northwest corner of his 
property to create “Sugar Cane Plantation Estates,” a planned residential community.  Ralph’s 
pipeline and the dirt road above it both run through this 20-acre parcel.  Frank then retired, and 
he validly donated the 20-acre site to his two children, Allison and Brandon, subject to all 
“encumbrances, servitudes and rights-of-ways.”  Allison and Brandon prepared detailed designs 
for a gated community and constructed a brick wall to enclose the property with a coded gate at 
the north entrance for access from the public road. 
 
Three years ago, Frank married Wynona.  He died last year, leaving his remaining 180 
acres, the lake house and all of his remaining property to Allison and Brandon, subject to a 
usufruct in favor of Wynona.  Allison and Brandon never liked Wynona and wanted nothing to 
do with her.  Wynona moved into the lake house on a full-time basis after Frank died.  Without 
any prior notice to Allison or Brandon, Wynona spent $25,000 building a pier for access to the 
lake. 
 
Ralph’s pipeline is interfering with the planned Sugar Cane Plantation Estates, so Allison 
and Brandon demanded that Ralph re-locate the pipeline to the east, off the 20-acre site and on to 
other acreage now owned by them subject to Wynona’s usufruct.  Ralph objected to moving the 
pipeline, and Wynona objected to Ralph’s placement of the pipeline on the property subject to 
her usufruct.  In response and to prevent both Ralph and Wynona from using the existing dirt 
road across Sugar Cane Plantation Estates, Brandon changed the code for the gate across the dirt 
road.  Wynona was outraged and has forbidden both Allison and Brandon from setting foot on 
the lake house property or using the pier for boat access. 
 
Allison told Brandon that, until the dispute with Ralph was resolved, she did not want 
any homes to be constructed on Sugar Cane Plantation Estates.  Brandon disagreed and 
proceeded with the development plans, spending $1.5 million of his money to construct the first 
10 homes, which increased the value of Sugar Cane Plantation Estates by $2 million. 
 
 
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE 
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Please answer the following eight subquestions (five points each).  Explain each 
answer; an answer without an explanation will receive no credit. 
2.1. What kind of servitude is the servitude granted for the pipeline?  Discuss. 
2.2. Who owns the pipeline across Frank’s property, and how is the pipeline classified 
(either movable or immovable property)?  Discuss. 
2.3. Has Ralph acquired the right to use the dirt road under the doctrine of acquisitive 
prescription?  Discuss. 
2.4. For purposes of this subpart 2.4, assume Ralph did not acquire a right to use the 
dirt road via acquisitive prescription.  What rights, if any, does Ralph have to use 
the dirt road from the public road across Sugar Cane Plantation Estates to the lake?  
Discuss. 
2.5. What rights, if any, does Wynona have to use the dirt road across Sugar Cane 
Plantation Estates in order to access the lake house?  Discuss. 
2.6. Do Allison and Brandon have the right to relocate the pipeline?  Discuss. 
2.7. What rights, if any, does Brandon have against Allison regarding the construction 
of the ten homes; and what rights, if any, does Allison have against Brandon 
regarding this same construction?  Discuss. 
2.8. What amounts, if any, is Wynona entitled to recover from Allison and Brandon for 
the $25,000 amount to build the pier?  Discuss. 
[End of Question 2] 
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
CIVIL CODE I 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 3 — 20 POINTS 
Ten multiple choice questions, each worth 2 points, tested the following areas of law: 
3.1. Building restrictions 
3.2. Emancipation 
3.3. Co-ownership; partition 
3.4. Rights of usufructuary 
3.5. Child custody; burdens of proof 
3.6. Nullity of marriage (effect of absolute versus relative nullities) 
3.7. Rights against a good faith possessor of land 
3.8. Classification of property; separate versus community 
3.9. Domicile/Residency 
3.10. Domicile/Residency 
 [End of Question 3] 
END OF CIVIL CODE I TEST 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION — CIVIL CODE II 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 1 — 40 POINTS 
Fred died intestate last month.  At the time of his death, he was domiciled in Louisiana and 
was married to Marge.  They never executed a matrimonial agreement. 
Fred had two children during his marriage with Marge: Steven and Doris, neither of whom 
is a forced heir.  Well before his marriage to Marge, Fred fathered a child, Mike.  Mike was given 
up for adoption shortly after his birth, and Fred has neither seen nor talked to Mike. 
Fred is survived by Marge, Steven, Doris and Mike and also by Fred’s brother, Brian, and 
Fred’s mother, Gran.  Fred is also survived by his predeceased sister Carlotta’s husband, Marvin, 
and her two children, Nicole and William. 
At the time of his death, Fred owned the following property: 
• A home (the “Family Home”) that he and Marge purchased during their marriage with
community funds.
• A brokerage account (the “Brokerage Account”) established by Fred and Marge during
their marriage which was funded by a portion of each of their salaries.
• Naked ownership of one-sixth of Blackacre, the farm and residence where Fred was
raised and where Gran still lives.  Fred inherited this interest from his father while
Fred was married to Marge.
• Naked ownership of one-sixth of Whiteacre, an industrial parcel.  Fred inherited this
interest from his father while Fred was married to Marge.  Whiteacre, a former
refinery, is abandoned and heavily polluted.
• A gold watch (the “Watch”) given to Fred by his father.
• A signed, first edition of Kurt Vonnegut’s novel, Slaughterhouse-Five.
• A vintage Mustang automobile (the “Mustang”) that a friend donated to Fred on his
fortieth birthday.
• An Albert Bierstadt western landscape painting (the “Bierstadt”).
1.1. Who inherits Fred’s one-half community interest in the Family Home?  Discuss. 
(4 points) 
1.2. What rights, if any, does Marge have in Blackacre?  Discuss.  (4 points) 
1.3. What might the successors to Fred’s interest in Whiteacre do to avoid being in the 
chain of title to the polluted property?  Discuss.  (4 points) 
1.4. If some of the successors to Whiteacre take the steps necessary to avoid being in the 
chain of title to Whiteacre, are they precluded from inheriting any interest in 
Blackacre?  Discuss.  (4 points) 
FOR QUESTIONS 1.5. AND 1.6. ONLY, ASSUME THAT FRED NEVER FATHERED ANY 
CHILDREN 
1.5. Who inherits Fred’s interest in the Brokerage Account?  Discuss.  (4 points) 
1.6. Who inherits Fred’s interest in the Mustang?  Discuss.  (4 points) 
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE 
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FOR QUESTIONS 1.7. TO 1.10. BELOW, ASSUME THAT FRED DID NOT DIE 
INTESTATE BUT INSTEAD DIED WITH A VALIDLY EXECUTED LAST WILL AND 
TESTAMENT, THE DISPOSITIVE PROVISIONS OF WHICH READ AS FOLLOWS: 
1. I leave my interest in our Family Home to Marge.
2. I leave my signed, first edition of Kurt Vonnegut’s
Slaughterhouse-Five to Brian.
3. I leave my Mustang to Steven.
4. I leave my Watch to Steven.  At his death, I hope he gives it
to his son, or, if he has no son, to William.
5. I leave Doris all my books, records, and collectable coins
and stamps.
6. I leave my Mustang to Nicole.
7. I leave my Bierstadt to Doris.  If Doris predeceases me or
renounces this bequest, the Bierstadt shall go to the
American Museum of Western Art in Denver, Colorado.
8. I name Marge as my executor.  I direct that the residue of
my estate be divided into two equal shares:  the first share
shall go to such of my children, in whatever shares, as my
executor, in her sole discretion, shall determine; the second
share shall go to such public charities, in whatever shares, as
my executor, in her sole discretion, shall determine.
1.7. Is the disposition of Fred’s Watch an invalid prohibited substitution?  Discuss. 
(4 points) 
1.8. Who inherits the signed, first edition of Kurt Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse-Five, and 
who inherits the Mustang?  Discuss.  (4 points) 
1.9. Does Fred’s will validly dispose of the residue of his estate?  Discuss.  (4 points) 
1.10. If Doris had predeceased Fred, would the bequest of the Bierstadt to the American 
Museum of Western Art be valid?  Discuss.  (4 points) 
[End of Question 1] 
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION — CIVIL CODE II 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 2 — 40 POINTS 
Delores died in Harris County, Texas earlier this month.  She never married.  She had 
five children, each of whom survived her and have always lived in Caddo Parish, Louisiana: 
• Frieda, who was age 35 at the time of Delores’ death.
• Lynette, who was age 33 at the time of Delores’ death.
• Stan, who was age 30 at the time of Delores’ death.
• Wilbur, who was age 27 at the time of Delores’ death.
• Sally, who was age 23 at the time of Delores’ death.
Delores was born and lived in Caddo Parish until ten years ago when she had a falling out 
with her children and moved to Harris County, Texas.  Each of Delores’ children is healthy except 
Stan who, before Delores’ death, suffered a permanent brain injury giving him the mental age of a 
three-year old. 
Two years ago, Delores executed a will in Harris County, Texas leaving her entire estate to 
a public charity (the “Charity”).  This will was written and in proper Texas form; however, it 
lacked the attestation clause required under Louisiana Civil Code Article 1577. 
At the time of her death, Delores’ only asset was 500 acres of immovable property in 
DeSoto Parish, which she had inherited from her father prior to her move to Harris County, Texas.  
Delores never made any inter vivos donations. 
The Charity probated Delores’ will in Harris County, Texas and recorded an exemplified 
copy of the Order of Probate in the conveyance records of DeSoto Parish. 
2.1. Is Delores’ will valid in Louisiana?  Discuss.  (5 points) 
2.2. Is the recordation of an exemplified copy of the Texas probate order in the DeSoto 
Parish conveyance records sufficient to place the Charity in possession of any interest 
in the DeSoto Parish property?  Discuss why or why not; and if not, discuss what 
further procedural steps are required.  (5 points) 
2.3. What interest in the DeSoto Parish property is each of the following parties entitled 
to receive from Delores’ succession: the Charity, Frieda, Lynette, Stan, Wilbur and 
Sally?  Discuss as to each such party.  (25 points) 
2.4. In the event Frieda wishes to challenge Delores’ will on the grounds of lack of 
testamentary capacity, what burden of proof must she meet?  Discuss.  (5 points) 
[End of Question 2] 
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION — CIVIL CODE II 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 3 — 20 POINTS 
Ten multiple choice questions, each worth 2 points, tested the following areas of law: 
3.1. Trusts; alienation 
3.2. Competency of witnesses to testaments 
3.3. Form of trusts 
3.4. Form of testament 
3.5. Joint legacy 
3.6. Representation of trust beneficiaries 
3.7. Distribution of legacies 
3.8. Filiation 
3.9. Donations 
3.10. Trust formation 
[End of Question 3] 
END OF CIVIL CODE II TEST 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
CIVIL CODE III 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 1 — 30 POINTS 
Ann owned a tract of land that included several commercial buildings.  She entered into a 
written contract with Barbara to sell the land and buildings to Barbara for $2,000,000.  The 
contract, which was signed by Ann and Barbara, provided for a cash deposit of $100,000, to be 
applied to the purchase price at closing.  There was no statement in the contract with respect to 
the right of specific performance.  The contract included a full and proper legal description of the 
land and provided for a closing to occur at any time within ninety days from the contract date.  
Barbara was granted a right to terminate the contract within thirty days after its date, if she was 
unsatisfied with her inspection of the property.  The contract was never recorded in the 
conveyance records of any parish.   
Following the execution of the contract, Barbara incurred several expenses, including the 
costs of examining title and obtaining a survey and also purchased various items of equipment 
that she needed to operate her business on the property, as well as other items of equipment for 
her personal use which she intended to store at the property.     
During Barbara’s inspection period, Ann was approached by Carol, who wanted to 
purchase the land and buildings for $3,000,000.  Ann and Carol entered into a written contract by 
which Ann agreed to sell the land and buildings to Carol for a cash price of $3,000,000.  Carol 
told Ann before signing the contract that Carol intended to use the property to operate a chemical 
recycling business and that she otherwise would not purchase the property if she was not able to 
do so.  In reply, Ann expressed her belief that any industrial use of the property was permitted in 
that part of the parish.   Ann further informed Carol that there was an existing contract to sell the 
property to another buyer but that Ann would terminate it. 
The next day, Ann sent Barbara a letter informing Barbara that Ann was terminating their 
contract and returning the deposit of $100,000.  Ann enclosed an additional check for $100,000 
with the letter and noted that the amount was earnest money paid in connection with the 
termination of the contract.  In a reply letter, Barbara returned both checks and claimed that 
Ann’s termination was neither enforceable nor accepted.   
One week following the date of the contract with Carol, Carol purchased the land and 
buildings from Ann for the stipulated cash purchase price.  The written act of sale, which was 
signed by Ann and Carol and included a full and proper legal description of the property, 
contained a waiver of warranties of title and stated that the sale was “as-is, where-is with no 
representations or warranties with respect to title or peaceable possession.”  This clause was 
explained to Carol at closing and initialed by her at closing.  No mention was made at closing of 
any specific, adverse matter affecting title.  The act of sale contained no further waiver language.  
Neither the contract to sell, nor the act of sale, contained any provision with respect to attorney’s 
fees.  Carol conducted no review of title or zoning matters prior to purchasing the property. 
Within a month following the sale, Carol discovered that there was a leak in the roof of 
one of the main buildings.  The roof of this building was in a visibly apparent state of disrepair at 
the time of sale, and there were several signs of small leaks in the roof but not over the room 
where the leak occurred after the sale.  Carol then learned that a second building had been built 
two years ago directly over an existing underground pipeline, which was not visibly apparent.  A 
servitude agreement, which had been granted five years ago by Ann, permitted the existence of 
this pipeline.  Promptly after it was signed, this servitude agreement was duly recorded in the 
conveyance records of the applicable parish.  The pipeline company was now demanding that the 
building be removed, as it was entitled to do under the terms of its servitude agreement and 
applicable law.  Prior to receiving this demand from the pipeline company, Carol had made 
several improvements, including painting the building and fixing the roof.  Though Carol 
immediately notified Ann of the pipeline company’s demand, Ann took no action to prevent the 
removal of the building.    
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Carol’s proposed plans for the property as a chemical recycling business could not be 
implemented because there was a zoning restriction prohibiting the use of the property as a 
chemical recycling business.  The property could be used for numerous other industrial uses, 
including Ann’s industrial business at the time of the sale.  Neither Ann nor Carol knew about 
this zoning restriction at the time of the sale, although the zoning restriction was a matter of 
public record and could have easily been discovered by Ann or Carol prior to concluding the 
sale.   
 
On the morning of the date of this exam, and within ninety days of the execution of the 
contract between Ann and Barbara, Barbara filed suit against Ann for specific performance of 
the contract with an alternative demand for damages for breach of contract, if specific 
performance was not an available remedy.  Barbara’s suit also seeks an award of attorney’s fees. 
 
 
Question 1.1.  (3 points)    
Was Barbara required to provide notice of default to Ann prior to filing her petition?  
Discuss. 
 
Question 1.2.  (7 points)     
Assuming that Barbara may proceed to file her petition against Ann: 
 
a. Will Barbara be successful in either her suit for specific performance against 
Ann or her alternative demand for damages?  Discuss. 
 
b. If Barbara is successful in her action for damages, which damages discussed 
in the facts should be included in any award against Ann, and is Barbara 
entitled to recover attorney’s fees?  Discuss. 
 
Question 1.3.  (5 points) 
Does Carol have a basis to obtain rescission of her purchase of the property on the basis of 
error and when would such action prescribe?  Discuss. 
 
Question 1.4.  (7 points) 
Does Carol have a claim in redhibition against Ann due to the condition of the roof?  
Discuss. Does Carol have a claim in redhibition against Ann due to the zoning restriction?  
Discuss. 
 
Question 1.5.  (8 points) 
Does Carol have a claim against Ann for breach of the warranty against eviction in 
connection with the removal and loss of the building, or did Carol effectively waive her 
right to seek such damages in the act of sale?  Discuss.  If Carol’s claim for damages has 
not been waived, what damages may she recover, and do they potentially include attorney’s 
fees?  Discuss. 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
CIVIL CODE III 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 2 — 20 POINTS TOTAL 
PART A — 14 POINTS  
Larry leased a convenience store building and parking lot to Tom for a ten-year term 
commencing January 1, 2015 at a rent of $1,000 per month, due on the first day of each month.  
The lease had an acceleration clause that allowed Larry to demand all rent for the remaining term 
of the lease if Tom defaulted.  Tom failed to pay his December 2015 rent and abandoned the 
property in December of 2015.  On January 15, 2016, Larry sent Tom a notice in which Larry 
accelerated the payment of the rent for the remaining term of the lease. 
On April 1, 2016, Larry entered the building and began to remodel the convenience store 
into an office that Larry planned to use for his separate insurance claims business.  After 
occupying the remodeled space, Larry quickly outgrew it and, in May of 2016, leased the 
building and parking lot to Stephanie for a five-year term at a rent of $750 per month.  Stephanie 
agreed to be solely responsible for all repairs required to be made to the building and parking lot 
during the term of the lease.  The lease was not recorded.  Nothing was provided in this lease 
concerning assignments or subleases.  Without Larry’s consent, Stephanie immediately 
subleased the property to John for $1,500 per month. 
In early January of 2018, Larry sent a notice to Stephanie demanding that she repair some 
minor damage to the parking lot within thirty days.  Larry discovered that Stephanie had 
subleased the property, and in late February of 2018, Larry filed suit to evict Stephanie based on 
her failure to obtain Larry’s consent to the sublease to John, her failure to record the lease, and 
her failure to repair the parking lot damage.  Larry filed a separate suit against Tom in February 
of 2018, seeking the full balance of the unpaid rentals during the remainder of the ten-year term 
of Tom’s lease. 
Question 2.1.  (3 points)     
What is the date, or dates, on which prescription will accrue on Larry’s claim against Tom 
for the rent under Tom’s lease?  Discuss. 
Question 2.2.  (5 points)    
Assuming that his claims have not prescribed, is Larry entitled to collect any rent from 
Tom for the period following Tom’s abandonment, and if so, for how many months of 
rent?  Discuss.    
Question 2.3.  (3 points)     
Is Larry entitled to seek termination of Stephanie’s lease and to evict Stephanie based on 
her failure to repair the parking lot damage?  Discuss. 
Question 2.4.  (3 points)     
Is Larry entitled to seek termination of Stephanie’s lease and to evict Stephanie based on 
her failure to obtain Larry’s consent to the sublease or to record the lease?  Discuss. 
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PART B — 6 POINTS 
At the time Maddy purchased Jane’s business, Maddy executed in favor of Jane a 
promissory note to evidence Maddy’s obligation to pay the unpaid purchase price.  Later, a 
dispute developed between Maddy and Jane over certain representations that Jane had made in 
connection with the purchase.  Maddy gave Jane written notice of the dispute, with an indication 
that litigation would be commenced if the dispute was not resolved.  Following her receipt of this 
notice, Jane sold the promissory note to Pam for 40% of its outstanding balance.  No legal 
proceedings had been commenced by Maddy prior to the sale of the note to Pam, but Maddy 
filed suit against Jane shortly after the sale.    
Question 2.5.  (6 points)    
Was the sale of the promissory note to Pam the sale of a litigious right, and may Maddy 
extinguish her obligations under her note to Jane by paying Pam the amount for which 
Pam purchased the note?  You may assume that any rights of Maddy have not prescribed.  
Discuss. 
[End of Question 2] 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
CIVIL CODE III 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 3 — 30 POINTS TOTAL 
PART A — 10 POINTS 
Last year, Patrick, as principal, executed the following mandate agreement naming 
Michael as mandatary. 
“I, Patrick, name Michael as my mandatary to undertake my affairs generally, and I grant 
him general authority to act on my behalf, which powers include the power to purchase or sell 
immovable property wherever located in the State of Louisiana, for such price as he may 
determine in his sole discretion, as well as the power to make inter vivos donations.  Michael is 
authorized, granted general authority and agrees to undertake all actions on my behalf that are 
reasonably required in connection with the operation of my businesses.  The foregoing authority 
shall continue until revoked by me pursuant to a revocation recorded in the Iberia Parish 
mortgage and conveyance records.” 
The mandate was signed by Patrick and accepted in writing by Michael.  It was not 
witnessed.  No description of any specific tract of immovable property was attached to the 
mandate.  The written mandate and acceptance was promptly recorded in the mortgage and 
conveyance records of Iberia Parish.  It has never been revoked or cancelled of record.   
Several months later, during an extended trip by Patrick, Michael entered into the 
following transactions: 
Michael, acting as Patrick’s mandatary, sold a large tract of land in Iberia Parish owned 
by Patrick to Allen for a cash purchase price.  The act of sale was signed on behalf of Patrick by 
Michael as Patrick’s mandatary. 
Michael donated to a local charity a small tract of land in Iberia Parish also owned by 
Patrick.   The act of donation was signed by Michael as Patrick’s mandatary in the presence of a 
notary public and two witnesses. 
Michael, acting as Patrick’s mandatary, borrowed a sum of money from a local bank for 
use in Patrick’s personal business.  The note was signed on behalf of Patrick by Michael as 
Patrick’s mandatary.   
Upon his return, Patrick had a personal falling out with Michael, and Patrick and Michael 
are pursuing various actions discussed in the questions below. Patrick took no actions to cause a 
third person to believe that Michael had any authority to act on Patrick's behalf beyond that 
reflected in the recorded mandate. 
Question 3.1.  (4 points)   
Patrick has filed an action to annul the sale of the large tract of land to Allen, based on the 
failure of the recorded mandate to expressly describe the property that was transferred.  
Patrick’s suit also contends that the mandate was invalid because it was not in the form 
required by Louisiana law for a mandate authorizing the sale of immovable property.  Are 
either of Patrick’s arguments valid and was Michael duly authorized by the mandate to sell 
the tract to Allen?  Discuss. 
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Question 3.2.  (3 points)    
Patrick has filed an action to annul the donation of the small tract of land to the local 
charity, based on a claim that the mandate was not in the form required by Louisiana law 
for a mandate authorizing the donation of immovable property.  Is Patrick likely to prevail 
in this argument?  Discuss. 
 
Question 3.3.  (3 points)    
Did Michael have authority under the mandate to borrow funds on behalf of Patrick for 
use in Patrick’s business?  Discuss. 
 
 
PART B — 20 POINTS 
 
A judgment creditor (“JC”) obtained a money judgment against Brandon in September of 
2008.  JC duly and properly recorded the judgment in the mortgage records of St. Tammany 
Parish in September of 2008.  Since then, the judicial mortgage has not been reinscribed, and the 
judgment has not been revived.    
 
Brandon purchased Tract A, which is located in St. Tammany Parish, from Susan in 
2011, pursuant to an act of credit sale that was signed and dated on September 1, 2011.  The 
credit portion of the purchase price was evidenced by a promissory note in the amount of 
$100,000.  The act of credit sale contained a full and proper legal description of Tract A, was 
signed by both Brandon and Susan, and was recorded in the mortgage and conveyance records of 
St. Tammany Parish on September 5, 2011.  The promissory note was payable in full in one 
single payment due on September 1, 2012.  Brandon has never made any payments on the note.  
Susan has taken no actions to collect the note or to enforce any other rights or remedies against 
Brandon as of the date of this exam.   
 
Carl purchased Tract A from Brandon for $200,000 pursuant to an act of cash sale in 
2016.  The act of cash sale was signed by Brandon and Carl, contained a full and proper legal 
description of Tract A, and was recorded in the conveyance records of St. Tammany Parish on 
the date of the sale.  
 
At the time he purchased Tract A in 2016, Carl granted a mortgage on Tract A to Parish 
Bank to secure a note due to Parish Bank by Carl.  The note remains unpaid and legally due and 
payable.  The mortgage was in proper form, properly and fully described the secured note in a 
manner required by applicable law, and was duly recorded in 2016 in the mortgage records of St. 
Tammany Parish, with a full and proper legal description of Tract A.  
 
Carl decided to build a building on Tract A.  He entered into a construction contract in 
January of 2017 with a general contractor, General.  Neither the construction contract nor notice 
of the contract has ever been recorded.  The total price of the construction contract was 
$125,000.    
 
Work began in late January, 2017, and the building was substantially completed on June 
1, 2017.   No notice of termination of the work was ever filed.  More than thirty days, but within 
forty-five days, after the substantial completion of the construction of the building, three 
statements of claim and privilege were filed in the mortgage records of St. Tammany Parish.  
The first was by a subcontractor (Sub A) who was not paid for its work.  Sub A’s statement of 
claim and privilege listed the municipal address of Tract A as its only description of Tract A.  
The second statement of claim and privilege was filed by an individual laborer, Louie, for his 
work as a laborer on the building.  Louie’s statement of claim and privilege named Carl as the 
owner but did not include a statement regarding Susan’s interests in Tract A.  Louie’s statement 
of claim and privilege used the description of Tract A that was attached to the sale from Brandon 
to Carl.  Finally, the general contractor, General, filed a statement of privilege for the amounts 
due to General under the construction contract for portions of the work that General had 
subcontracted out to others.  All three statements of claim and privilege were in writing, were 
signed by the claimant, and contained a full statement of the amount and nature of the 
obligations giving rise to the claim or privilege. 
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Question 3.4.  (2 points)    
Does JC continue to hold a judicial mortgage on Tract A enforceable against subsequent 
purchasers such as Carl?  Discuss. 
Question 3.5.  (2 points)   
As of the date of the credit sale to Brandon, what rights against Tract A, if any, did the law 
grant to Susan in the event that Brandon failed to pay the credit portion of the purchase 
price of Tract A?  Discuss. 
Question 3.6.  (3 points)    
Did the rights of JC under its judicial mortgage outrank the rights of Susan under the act 
of credit sale on the day following the recordation of the act of credit sale?  Discuss. 
Question 3.7.  (3 points)    
As of the date of this exam, are Susan’s rights against Tract A enforceable against Carl?  
Discuss. 
Question 3.8.  (3 points)   
a. Does General hold a privilege on Tract A as of the date of this exam?
Discuss.
b. Does General retain its claim against Carl as of the date of this exam?
Discuss.
Question 3.9.  (3 points)    
Does Sub A hold a valid claim against Carl personally or a privilege on Tract A as of the 
date of this exam?  Discuss. 
Question 3.10.  (4 points)   
a. Does Louie hold a privilege on Tract A as of the date of this exam?  Discuss.
b. Assuming that Louie holds a privilege that has been validly filed and remains
preserved, does the privilege outrank the mortgage held by Parish Bank?
Discuss.
[End of Question 3] 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
CIVIL CODE III 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 4 — 20 POINTS 
Ten multiple choice questions, each worth 2 points, tested the following areas of law: 
4.1. Privileges 
4.2. Offers of sale; revocation and acceptance of same 
4.3. Management of the affairs of another 
4.4. Guarantees; rights and defenses of guarantor 
4.5. Discrepancies in act of sale; mutual error; sale by boundaries 
4.6. Prescription 
4.7. Revocatory actions 
4.8. Lesion 
4.9. Options to purchase 
4.10. Lease; termination 
[End of Question 4] 
END OF CIVIL CODE III TEST 
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The following are not issues on the ESSAY PORTION (Questions 1 and 2) of the 
Constitutional Law Examination: mootness, ripeness, political question, case or 
controversy, standing or justiciability.  NO CREDIT WILL BE GIVEN FOR 
DISCUSSION OF THESE ISSUES IN EITHER OF THE TWO ESSAY QUESTIONS. 
QUESTION 1 — 40 POINTS 
The Louisiana Legislature passed Act 111 making it a felony for a registered sex offender 
to access a commercial social networking website where the sex offender knows that the site 
permits minor children to create or maintain personal web pages.  The Act sets forth a definition 
of which commercial social networking websites it applies to, and also exempts websites that 
provide only photo-sharing, electronic mail, instant messenger or chat room and message board 
platforms.  The statute further provides that it does not apply to websites that have as their 
primary purpose the facilitation of commercial transactions involving goods or services between 
members or visitors. 
During debate on Act 111, Representative Right argued that it was necessary to protect 
minors from the evils of sexual abuse.  He noted that Act 111 would prohibit registered sex 
offenders from accessing web sites that allow them the opportunity to gather information about 
minors.  He pointed out that the internet is a powerful tool for the would-be child abuser because 
children often use the internet in ways that give offenders easy access to their personal 
information by communicating with strangers and allowing sites to disclose their locations. 
Prior to enactment of Act 111, Rory Clark was convicted of sex-texting with a 15-year 
old female when he was an 18-year old high school student.  At the suggestion of his attorney, 
Rory pled guilty but did not have to serve any jail time as the judge suspended Rory’s sentence.  
However, as a result of his conviction, he was required to register as a sex offender.  
Rory is now a college senior and star quarterback for University.  Rory is also a member 
of the Future Physicians Club, he mentors at the local high school and he is a member of the All 
Faith Church where he assists in the Youth Ministry.  Father Goodman, who is the head minister 
at the All Faith Church, has been at the forefront of the Kneel for the Change movement. 
Rory was recently nominated for the Heisman Trophy and found out that he was also 
accepted into University Medical School on a full scholarship.  In response to his nomination for 
the Heisman Trophy and his acceptance into University Medical School, Rory logged on to 
Facetell.com (one of the most popular message-based, information-feed social media websites 
subscribed to by over a billion users worldwide) and posted the statement below on his personal 
profile to his over 1,000 “follow-friends” on the site: 
“Coach Smith just told me I was nominated for the Heisman Trophy, and my 
mom called and read me the acceptance letter from University Medical School. 
My dreams are being fulfilled. I can’t wait to take care of my family. Praise be to 
God, Allah and Jehovah … my commander in chief, WOW!!! Thank you, Jesus 
and Father Goodman for your guidance!!!” 
Rory also tweeted: “Hopefully my recent nomination for the Heisman will increase 
awareness for my stance against police brutality and racial injustice…. Kneel for change.” 
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News of his Heisman nomination quickly spread.  A local sportscaster who interviewed 
Rory made the announcement on the 6 o’clock news and stated that Rory is the leading candidate 
for the Heisman trophy who has also been accepted into University Medical School.  He asked 
listeners to show their support for Rory and “like” Rory’s Facetell page.  Before the news ended, 
one of the anchors pointed out Rory’s tweet and stated kids should “follow” Rory on Twitter.  
The anchor also stated “He is a role model and a faithful member of the All Faith Church.”  
One of the listeners was the Assistant D.A. who prosecuted Rory for the sex-texting case.  
He followed Rory’s high school and college career but was dissatisfied that Rory, who in protest 
against police brutality and racial injustice, refused to stand during the national anthem before 
games.  Coincidently this D.A. had also attended University and disliked the All Faith Church 
and Father Goodman because of their position regarding the Kneel for Change movement.  The 
Assistant D.A. promptly indicted Rory for violating Act 111.  Rory soon learned of the Assistant 
D.A.’s dislike of both the All Faith Church and Father Goodman.
1.1. Does Rory have a valid basis to challenge the indictment under the Free Speech 
Clause in the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution?  Discuss fully.  (24 points)  
1.2. Does Rory have a valid basis to challenge the indictment under the Free Exercise 
Clause in the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution?  Discuss fully.  (8 points)  
1.3. Does Rory have a valid basis to challenge the indictment under the Establishment 
Clause in the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution?  Discuss fully.  (8 points) 
[End of Question 1] 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 2 — 40 POINTS 
 
Six years ago, the Louisiana legislature, with the encouragement of several anti-drunk 
driving organizations, enacted Act 102 which provides as follows: 
 
In an effort both to curb persons from driving while intoxicated and to give other 
drivers warning about persons who may be driving while intoxicated, the 
Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development is directed to issue 
license plate stickers labeled “DWI” to every person who has been convicted of 
three (3) or more violations for driving while intoxicated and/or has been issued 
five (5) or more citations for driving while intoxicated, regardless of convictions.  
A “DWI” license plate sticker so issued is to be placed on the license plate of each 
vehicle owned by each such person and is to remain in place for a minimum of 
two (2) years following the issuance of the last citation for driving while 
intoxicated. 
 
The presence of a “DWI” sticker on a license plate shall serve as probable cause 
for any law enforcement officer to stop the driver of said vehicle, check the 
license of the driver and confirm if the driver is driving while intoxicated. 
 
Since Act 102 was passed, Bubba has been issued more than ten DWI citations, only two 
of which led to convictions.  Following his second conviction, Bubba joined Alcoholics 
Anonymous and has been sober for the past three years.  Bubba’s last citation was issued 
eighteen months ago but did not lead to a conviction because there was no proof that Bubba was 
intoxicated at the time he was stopped. 
 
Bubba recently purchased a vehicle.  Promptly thereafter, the Department of 
Transportation and Development (DOTD) sent Bubba a “DWI” sticker with a notice stating that, 
under Act 102, he was required to affix the sticker to the license plate on his vehicle.  Bubba 
does not think that it is fair that he has to place this sticker on his license plate because, in part, 
he believes placing the sticker on his license plate would violate his privacy and his right to 
travel.  Bubba has now sued the State through the DOTD for a judgment that, under the 
Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, he is not required to place any “DWI” sticker 
on his license plate.  
 
  
2.1. Does Bubba have any valid procedural due process claims under the Fourteenth 
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution?  Discuss fully.  (15 points) 
 
2.2. Does Bubba have any valid substantive due process claims under the Fourteenth 
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution?  Discuss fully.  (15 points) 
 
2.3. Does Bubba have any valid claims under the Equal Protection Clause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution?  Discuss fully.  (10 points) 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 3 — 20 POINTS 
Ten multiple choice questions, each worth 2 points, tested the following areas of law: 
3.1. Federalism; Supremacy Clause 
3.2. First Amendment; Freedom of Association 
3.3. Commerce Clause 
3.4. Free Speech in schools 
3.5. State Action 
3.6. Takings Clause 
3.7. Anti-Commandeering; Federalism 
3.8. Equal Protection; Rational Basis Scrutiny 
3.9. Commerce Clause 
3.10. Free Speech – time, place, manner restrictions 
[End of Question 3] 
END OF CONSTITUTIONAL LAW TEST 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
CRIMINAL LAW, PROCEDURE AND EVIDENCE 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 1 — 50 POINTS 
Henry and Wendy both age 25 and husband and wife, were at a wedding reception during 
which they both had consumed numerous alcoholic beverages.  When Henry saw Wendy 
speaking to a man near the dance floor, Henry decided it was time for them to go home.  Henry 
approached Wendy and told her it was time to leave.  In response, Wendy told Henry she would 
meet Henry at the car.  Henry then forcefully grabbed Wendy by the arm and said “Let’s go, 
Wendy.”  The two then proceeded to leave.  As they were walking toward the vehicle, Henry and 
Wendy began to argue.  Then, after Henry called Wendy a “stupid drunk,” Wendy threw her 
purse at Henry and began running toward an open pasture away from Henry and in the opposite 
direction of their car.  Henry chased after Wendy, grabbed her and picked her up, and began 
walking back to the car.  Wendy kicked and screamed as Henry carried her, fighting to get away 
from him.  When Henry got to the car, he put Wendy into the front seat and told her “You better 
not get out of this car or I swear I will kill you.”  As Henry did this, he removed his pistol from 
his ankle holster and showed it to Wendy to indicate he was serious.  Henry then returned the 
gun to his ankle holster and drove home with Wendy.  On the way home, Henry ran off the road 
several times onto several people’s property, hitting and damaging their mailboxes with his car. 
By the time they arrived at the house, Wendy had passed out.  Henry carried Wendy up to their 
bedroom.  Still fuming, Henry then took pictures of Wendy passed out in their bed and shared 
the pictures on a popular social media site.  Some of the pictures showed Wendy’s partially 
naked body.  Henry then went to sleep.  Later in the night, Wendy was woken up by all of the 
notifications from the social media site and text messages from her friends regarding the pictures 
Henry had shared on the site.  After she realized what Henry had done, Wendy found Henry’s 
pistol, made sure it was loaded and then went back over to Henry and shot him three times. 
Henry was injured but survived. 
Please address the following two questions: 
1.1. What crimes, if any, has Henry committed under Title 14 of the Louisiana Revised 
Statutes?  Discuss.  (40 points) 
1.2. What crimes, if any, has Wendy committed under Title 14 of the Louisiana Revised 
Statutes?  Discuss.  (10 points) 
[End of Question 1] 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
CRIMINAL LAW, PROCEDURE AND EVIDENCE 
FEBRUARY 2018 
 
QUESTION 2 — 30 POINTS 
 
Ben pulled into the parking lot at Anywhere Fitness.  As he was getting out of his car, a 
police vehicle suddenly pulled up behind Ben.  The police officer driving the police vehicle 
immediately asked Ben: “Where’s the weed?”  Before Ben could respond, the officer then told 
Ben to get back in his vehicle.  Ben complied.  The officer then responded: “Where’s the weed? 
I’m not stupid.  I smelled it when you passed me just now.”  Ben replied that he didn’t know 
what the officer was talking about.  The officer then ordered Ben out of his vehicle and 
instructed him to place both hands on the trunk of his car.  The officer then asked Ben: “You 
want me to get a dog out here?”  In response, Ben said: “No.  I want a lawyer though.”  The 
officer then placed handcuffs on Ben and placed Ben in his police vehicle.  The officer quickly 
learned that Ben had previously been convicted of a felony.  The officer then searched Ben’s car 
and found approximately half an ounce of marijuana in the center console.  During the search, 
the officer also located a gun in a container underneath the backseat.  Following the search, the 
officer asked Ben if the gun was his and where it came from.  Ben admitted to owning the 
firearm and indicated he bought it from a local pawn shop.  Ben was later arrested and charged 
with possession of marijuana and with being a felon in possession of a firearm. 
 
Please address the following three questions (10 points each): 
2.1. What state and/or federal constitutional bases exist, if any, for Ben to challenge the 
search and seizure of the marijuana and is he likely to succeed?  Discuss. 
2.2. Assume that the officer had probable cause to search Ben’s vehicle. Did the officer 
also have probable cause to search Ben’s container?  Discuss. 
2.3. What state and/or federal constitutional bases exist, if any, for Ben to challenge his 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
CRIMINAL LAW, PROCEDURE AND EVIDENCE 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 3 — 20 POINTS 
Ten multiple choice questions, each worth 2 points, tested the following areas of law: 
3.1. Motion in Limine 
3.2. Motion for a Speedy Trial 
3.3. Time delays for instituting prosecution 
3.4. Instituting prosecution 
3.5. Subject of witness testimony 
3.6. Evidence – relevancy (offer to pay medical expenses) 
3.7. Preliminary examination 
3.8. Bill of Particulars 
3.9. Evidence – relevancy (impeachment testimony) 
3.10. Challenge of venire 
[End of Question 3] 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
FEDERAL JURISDICTION AND PROCEDURE 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 1 — 40 POINTS 
Plaintiff, a long-time resident of Louisiana (LA), hired Garages, LLC (Garages) to build 
the garage to protect his newly purchased car.  Garages is a Louisiana limited liability company 
which specializes in the design, manufacturing and sales of stand-alone residential parking 
garages.  Fifty percent (50%) of Garages is owned by Roofing, Inc. (Roofing), a corporation 
organized in Delaware (DE).  All shares of Roofing are owned by Donald, an individual who 
lives in New York (NY).  Roofing’s main executive office is located in NY, but Roofing’s vice 
presidents who oversee all daily operations are in Roofing’s Oklahoma (OK) office.  Roofing 
also has manufacturing facilities in ten states, with its two largest being in OK and LA. 
The other 50% of Garages is owned by Investor, L.P., a limited partnership organized 
under Louisiana law.  Its sole general partner is Tex, who lives in Houston, Texas (TX); its sole 
limited partner is Cal, who lives in San Diego, California (CA). 
Garages completed the garage for Plaintiff several months ago. Shortly thereafter, while 
Plaintiff was sitting in his car in his new garage, heavy winds caused the roof to cave in and 
severely injure Plaintiff.  The damage to Plaintiff’s car is estimated at $20,000.  His medical bills 
will total $25,000, and he will have $25,000 in lost wages.  Plaintiff has also experienced several 
months of serious pain during his recovery, and his doctors say he will have a lifelong knee pain 
because of the accident. 
Following the accident, Plaintiff moved in with his son in OK so that his son could care 
for him during his recovery.  Plaintiff asked a friend to house sit for him while he was away.  
Plaintiff misses his friends in LA, but he met a new girlfriend and has enjoyed having his son 
care for him during the first six months of recovery.  Doctors state that Plaintiff will be fully 
recovered soon, but Plaintiff is undecided where he will live after that. 
Plaintiff’s attorney has now drafted a complaint to file against Garages in a federal court. 
The complaint prays for an award of the property damage, medical bills and lost wages as well as 
all other damages to which Plaintiff is entitled. 
1.1. Will a federal court have subject matter jurisdiction over Plaintiff’s complaint?  
Explain fully.  (25 points) 
1.2. Because Plaintiff is recuperating in OK where his son lives, he wishes to file his suit 
there for his convenience.  Should that be permitted under this fact scenario?  In 
what State or States might Plaintiff be permitted to file his suit?  Explain fully.   
(5 points) 
1.3. For question 1.3 only, assume that the case is filed in Louisiana federal court; that a 
Louisiana statute provides that a plaintiff may not recover more than the “Blue 
Book” value of a destroyed car even if the plaintiff can prove that the car was more 
valuable; that federal law does not include any such discovery requirements or 
damage limitations; and that Plaintiff believes that modifications to his car made it 
much more valuable than the Blue Book listing.  Should the federal court apply this 
statute in Plaintiff’s case?  Explain fully.  (5 points) 
1.4. For question 1.4 only, assume that the case is filed in Louisiana federal court; that 
more than a year after the suit is filed and after an answer has been filed and much 
discovery has been conducted, Roofing moved both its executive offices and its vice 
presidents to LA; and that Garages promptly then filed a motion to dismiss for lack 
of subject matter jurisdiction arguing that Plaintiff and Roofing are now non-
diverse.  Should the court grant Garages’ motion to dismiss?  Explain fully.  
(5 points) 
[End of Question 1] 
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
FEDERAL JURISDICTION AND PROCEDURE 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 2 — 40 POINTS 
A citizen of Texas (TX) was shopping at Food Store in Louisiana (LA) and claimed that 
he slipped on a frozen patch of ice in Food Store’s parking lot and fell.  He filed a petition in LA 
state court against Food Store, which is a LA corporation with just a single store.  His petition, 
consistent with LA law, did not demand a particular amount of damages and the petition offered 
no greater description of his injuries other than to state that he had “suffered physical injuries as 
a result of the fall.” 
Plaintiff delayed service on Food Store for two months, as permitted by Louisiana law. 
After it was served, Food Store attempted to conduct discovery to learn the details about 
Plaintiff’s injuries, but Plaintiff requested several extensions of time and said in answers to 
interrogatories only that he had suffered back injuries for which he continued to receive 
treatment.  After additional delay, Plaintiff eventually produced his medical records to Food 
Store, 13 months after suit was filed.  The records showed that Plaintiff suffered two ruptured 
discs and that his treating physician told him soon after the accident that he would need 
expensive surgery and lengthy rehabilitation.  The production of the medical records was 
accompanied by Plaintiff’s settlement demand for $450,000.  Food Store, receiving this first 
indication that the amount in controversy would support diversity jurisdiction, now wants to 
remove the case to federal court 27 days after the medical records were produced. 
Questions 2.1. through 2.4. are based on the above facts. 
2.1. What procedure and requirements must Food Store follow to remove the case to 
federal court; and to which federal court may the case be removed?  Explain fully. 
(5 points) 
2.2. If the case is removed: a) What steps must Plaintiff take to seek a return of the case 
to state court?  b) What time limits, if any, does he face?  c) What effect, if any, will 
there be if Plaintiff takes those steps 40 days after the removal?  Explain fully.  
(10 points) 
Assume for questions 2.3. and 2.4. that the case was removed and remains in federal court. 
2.3. Assume the following additional facts for question 2.3 only, Food Store filed a motion 
for summary judgment and in support submitted an affidavit from a Food Store 
employee, who testified that she saw Plaintiff as he drove into the parking lot, got 
out of his car and then walked into the store and that Plaintiff did not fall outside of 
the store.  Food Store also submitted an affidavit from Plaintiff’s former parole 
officer.  The officer testified that, three years earlier, Plaintiff was convicted of 
perjury for offering false testimony at a friend’s trial.  Plaintiff opposed the motion 
and offered his own affidavit in which he testified that he did slip and fall on the ice, 
just as alleged in his petition.  Plaintiff offered that the employee must have looked 
away before he fell. 
(a) Set forth the applicable standard for assessing Food Store’s motion for
summary judgment and analyze the submissions of the parties under the
applicable standard.
(b) How should the court rule on Food Store’s motion for summary judgment?
Explain fully.
(20 points) 
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE 
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2.4. Assume the following additional facts for question 2.4 only.  The owner of Food Store 
met with an attorney to discuss a defense to the lawsuit.  The attorney asked the 
owner to gather up all paperwork and records Food Store had related to the store’s 
parking lot maintenance and send them to the attorney.  Food Store’s owner later 
delivered the business records to the attorney along with a letter in which the owner 
explained what was included in the business records and why he believed Food 
Store did not follow proper procedures the day of the accident.  Food Store’s 
attorney reviewed the records and determined that they would not be useful to a 
defense of the lawsuit.  Plaintiff served Food Store with a request for production of 
documents that asked for “all correspondence, emails or business records of any 
kind that reference or are related to maintenance and cleanup procedures 
implemented by Food Store.”   
Must Food Store, in response to the request, produce either: 
(a) the letter from Food Store’s owner or  
(b)  the business records Food Store’s owner delivered to its attorney?   
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
FEDERAL JURISDICTION AND PROCEDURE 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 3 – 20 POINTS  
Ten multiple choice questions, each worth 2 points, tested the following areas of law: 
3.1. Substitution of parties; amending pleadings 
3.2. Venue  
3.3. Personal Jurisdiction; Waiver on Appeal 
3.4. Supplemental Jurisdiction 
3.5. Compulsory Counterclaim 
3.6. Interpleader 
3.7. Waiver of Defenses 
3.8. Joinder of Non-Diverse Party 
3.9. Discovery 
3.10. Supplemental Jurisdiction; Subject Matter Jurisdiction 
[End of Question 3] 
END OF FEDERAL JURISDICTION AND PROCEDURE TEST 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
LOUISIANA CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 1 — 40 POINTS 
1.1. 4 pts.  When a lawyer signs a pleading filed for a client, what does the lawyer certify 
personally? 
1.2. 4 pts. What are the pleadings to which the lawyer’s certification applies? 
1.3. 3 pts. List three obligations a lawyer in Louisiana has as an officer of the court. 
1.4. 4 pts. A lawyer’s signature on a discovery response constitutes a certification by the 
lawyer of what? 
1.5. 4 pts. In a personal injury case, the jury returned a verdict in favor of Plaintiff against 
Defendant.  Plaintiff’s only objection to the verdict is that it is woefully 
inadequate given the serious injuries suffered by Plaintiff.  What action, if any, 
can Plaintiff take to obtain, in the trial court, an increase in the jury award while 
leaving the liability finding intact?  Explain briefly.  
1.6. 5 pts. Plaintiff sued Defendant for breach of contract.  The contract specified the 
amount of damages that would be recoverable by Plaintiff in the event of a 
breach.  After adequate discovery, the court fixed a trial date.  Plaintiff now plans 
to file a motion for summary judgment seeking a determination by the judge that 
Defendant breached the contract.   
(a) When is the latest day before the trial date that Plaintiff can file and serve
the motion for summary judgment and all supporting documents?  (1 pt.)
(b) Plaintiff has now timely filed and served the motion for summary
judgment.  The court has set a hearing date on the motion.  When is the
latest day that Defendant can file and serve an opposition to the motion?
(1 pt.)
(c) Expert witness reports have now been exchanged, and the discovery
depositions of all experts have been taken.  Attorney for Defendant
believes that Plaintiff’s expert is unqualified to give expert testimony in
the suit and that his methodology is “junk science.”
(i) What motion should be brought before the court to test the expert’s
qualifications and opinions?  (1 pt.)
(ii) What is the deadline for bringing the motion?  (1 pt.)
(iii) What is the deadline for the judge to rule on the motion?  (1 pt.)
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE 
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1.7. 6 pts. Plaintiff served Defendant with a set of interrogatories and requests for 
production of documents.  Defendant has a box full of potentially responsive 
documents.   
 
(a) What responsibility, if any, does Defendant have to organize and label the 
responsive documents to correspond to the specific categories of the 
requests for production of documents?  Explain briefly.  (3 pts.) 
 
(b) In reviewing the box of documents and discovery requests, Defendant has 
determined that the answers to the bulk of the interrogatories are set forth 
in the specific documents that are responsive to the requests for production 
of documents.  Does this determination provide Defendant with any 




1.8. 4 pts. Defendant has failed to respond to discovery propounded by Plaintiff, so Plaintiff 
filed a motion to compel discovery.  After a hearing on the motion, the judge 
ordered Defendant to respond to the discovery within 15 days.  More than 15 days 
have now passed, and Defendant has still failed to respond to the discovery.   
 
(a) What action should Plaintiff take?  (1 pt.) 
 
(b) What actions may the judge order in response?  Describe any three actions 
  for full credit.  (3 pts.) 
 
 




1.10. 1 pt. (a)   If a civil trial is to be tried before a jury of six, how many of the jurors 
     must concur to render a verdict unless the parties stipulate otherwise? 
 
 1 pt. (b)  If a civil trial is to be tried before a jury of twelve, how many of the jurors 




1.11. 2 pts. List four reasons for which a court should deny the consolidation of two separate 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
LOUISIANA CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 2 — 40 POINTS 
The following facts apply to Questions 2.1 through 2.8. (possible total of 22 points) 
Plaintiff was injured when the vehicle he was driving on a road in Calcasieu Parish was struck by 
an 18-wheeler operated by Driver and owned by Corporation.  Driver was acting within the 
course and scope of his employment with Corporation at the time of the collision.    Plaintiff is 
domiciled in Allen Parish.  Driver is domiciled in Tensas Parish.  Corporation is a Utah 
corporation but is qualified to do business in Louisiana through an application to do business 
filed with the Secretary of State, designating Lincoln Parish as its principal business 
establishment in Louisiana.  Corporation has appointed a registered agent and has a Louisiana 
office, both located in Lincoln Parish. 
2.1. 5 pts. Which parish or parishes would be a proper venue for Plaintiff’s lawsuit against 
Driver and Corporation?  Explain briefly. 
2.2. 2 pts. During discovery, Plaintiff’s attorney learned that an eye witness to the accident 
lives in another Louisiana parish, over 100 miles from the courthouse in which the 
trial is to be held.  Plaintiff’s attorney wants to present that witness for testimony 
at trial.  Can the witness be compelled to testify at trial?  Explain briefly. 
2.3. 4 pts. Plaintiff believes Corporation has admissible information on several matters that 
are necessary to support Plaintiff’s claims.  However, Plaintiff does not know 
which of Corporation’s officials would be most likely to have knowledge of these 
subjects.   
(a) What procedure can Plaintiff follow to obtain the deposition of these
officials without knowing their identities?  (2 pts.)
(b) If Plaintiff follows this procedure, what must Corporation do in response?
(2 pts.)
2.4. 2 pts.  Plaintiff learned of a favorable eye witness to the accident.  The witness resides in 
another state.  Plaintiff wants to take the witness’ deposition by telephone.  The 
witness is willing to give a deposition by telephone.  Defendant objected.  What, 
if anything, can Plaintiff do to overcome the objection and seek to take the 
deposition by telephone?  Explain briefly.   
2.5. 1 pt. Plaintiff knows that an accountant has documents and records that are very 
helpful to establish damages in his case.  However, the accountant refuses to give 
the documents to Plaintiff.  The accountant’s testimony is not needed; all Plaintiff 
wants are the accountant’s records. What, if anything, can Plaintiff do to obtain 
the accountant’s records without taking the accountant’s testimony? 
2.6. 2 pts. Defendant believes that a third person not sued by Plaintiff caused or contributed 
to the accident.  Without naming the third person as a party to the suit, Defendant 
wants the jury to measure the fault of the third person so as to reduce any award 
to Plaintiff against Defendant.  In order to accomplish this, what must Defendant 
do in pleadings and at trial? 
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE 
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2.7. 1 pt. Jury selection has begun in the case.  During jury selection, a potential juror 
advises that she is the legal secretary for the Plaintiff’s lawyer.  Defense counsel 
asks the judge to excuse this potential juror for cause. What should be the basis 
for defense counsel’s request? 
2.8. 5 pts. Following the jury’s verdict in favor of Plaintiff, Defendant timely filed motions 
for a new trial and for judgment notwithstanding the verdict. 
(a) Identify three possible grounds upon which the judge should grant a new
trial?  (3 pts.)
(b) What standards should the judge use in analyzing the jury’s verdict in
order to determine the availability of a judgment notwithstanding the
verdict?  (2 pts.)
2.9. 3 pts. Plaintiff sued Defendant, the manufacturer of a product alleged to be the cause of 
Plaintiff’s injuries from an accident in Louisiana.  Defendant was served under 
the Louisiana long arm statute with a citation and certified copy of a petition filed 
in the Civil District Court for the Parish of Orleans.  Defendant is a corporation 
organized under the laws of Japan, has offices and manufacturing facilities only in 
Japan, has no offices or employees in Louisiana or elsewhere in the United States, 
and has not sold any of its products in Louisiana.  Some of its products that are 
exported from Japan are sold to an importer in Oregon, who is permitted in a 
written agreement with Defendant to sell and distribute the products throughout 
the United States, Canada, and Mexico. The importer has sold the products in 22 
U.S. states through several regional distributors, one of whom is located in Texas 
and another of whom is located in Arkansas.  Defendant’s product alleged to have 
caused Plaintiff’s injuries came from the Texas distributor who ordered it from 
the Oregon importer, who in turn had it shipped to Texas from Japan through the 
Port of Houston.  Defendant has filed an exception to the jurisdiction of the court. 
What rules should the court follow in deciding the exception?  How do the rules 
apply to the facts of this case? 
2.10.  3 pts.  A money judgment has been rendered against a Louisiana corporation in the 
Thirty-Eighth Judicial District Court for Cameron Parish.  The judgment is now 
executory.   
(a) Apart from propounding ordinary discovery, what action, if any, is
available to the judgment creditor to discover whether the judgment
debtor has assets that may be  seized to satisfy judgment?  (1 pt.)
(b) Where should this action against the judgment debtor be filed?  (1 pt.)
(c) If the proper procedure is followed, the judgment debtor is properly served
through its agent for service of process and the judgment debtor fails to
respond, what can be done to punish Judgment Debtor?  (1 pt.)
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE 
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2.11.  5 pts. Husband and Wife have always resided solely in Jefferson Parish and have one 
child who is 25 years old and competent and another child who is 16 years old.  
They own a small home in Jefferson Parish and an automobile and have less than 
$10,000 in cash in a local bank.  Their total assets are worth $100,000.  
Yesterday, Wife died without a will and her only assets are her undivided one-half 
interest in these assets. 
(a) Can Husband pursue a succession procedure that does not involve
obtaining formal court orders or other judgments of a court?  Discuss.
(3 pts.)
(b) What is the appropriate procedure for pursuing a succession under the
facts described above without a judicial opening of the succession?
(2 pts.)
2.12. 7 pts. Judgment Creditor holds a valid, executory money judgment that was rendered 
against Judgment Debtor by a Louisiana court almost ten years ago.  No payments 
have ever been made in full or partial satisfaction of the judgment. 
(a) What, if anything, may Judgment Creditor file to prevent the judgment
from becoming prescribed?  (4 pts.)
(b) If the correct filing is made, what should the court issue?  (1 pt.)
(c) What notice, if any, should Judgment Debtor receive if the correct
filing is made and who should send this notice?  (2 pts.)
[End of Question 2] 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
LOUISIANA CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 3 — 20 POINTS 
Ten multiple choice questions, each worth 2 points, tested the following areas of law: 
3.1. Finality of judgments – Court of Appeal 
3.2. Finality of judgments – Supreme Court 
3.3. Successions; will probate deadline 
3.4. Exceptions; time of filing 
3.5. Venue to disavow filiation 
3.6. Suspensive appeal bond amounts 
3.7. Jurisdiction – City Courts 
3.8. Abandonment of actions 
3.9. Venue; child support modification 
3.10. Grounds for recusal of judge 
[End of Question 3] 
END OF LOUISIANA CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE TEST 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
TORTS 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 1 — 40 POINTS 
Pam was traveling south on a Louisiana state highway. Pam was stopped at a red light. 
Three days before, Pam had discovered that her brake lights were not working, but she had not 
gotten around to getting her brake lights repaired. 
Dan was also travelling south on the same Louisiana state highway at the same time 
behind Pam. Dan was going through a break up with his girlfriend Tina, and Tina was texting 
Dan incessantly as Dan was driving. Dan sent a text to Tina asking Tina to stop texting while 
Dan was driving, but Tina did not comply. Dan was checking the latest text from Tina when he 
ran into the back of Pam’s vehicle as Pam was stopped at the red light.  
Pam suffered a broken arm, and her car was completely wrecked and undriveable.  She 
was transported to the emergency room at Hospital via ambulance. While at Hospital, Dr. Smith, 
the emergency room physician at the time, mistakenly gave Pam the wrong medication. In 
addition, the nurse administered the medication improperly.  Pam suffered a total and permanent 
loss of sight due to these actions.  Dr. Smith was not employed by Hospital, but instead was 
privately employed and had privileges at Hospital.  The nurse was employed by Hospital. 
In each of the following actions, (i) what theory or theories of liability might reasonably 
be asserted, (ii) what defenses can reasonably be raised, and (iii) which side is likely to prevail? 
1.1. Pam v. Dan.  Discuss. 
1.2. Pam v. Tina.  Discuss. 
1.3. Pam v. Dr. Smith.  Discuss. 
1.4. Pam v. Hospital.  Discuss. 
 [End of Question 1] 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
TORTS 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 2 — 40 POINTS 
 
Patrice went shopping at Everything Mart. Patrice often shopped at Everything Mart and 
knew that it was not the tidiest store. When Patrice was at the end of the produce aisle, she 
slipped on a grape and fell, which caused a severe injury to her head. 
 
Tom was an employee at Everything Mart. Tom was instructed to make rounds of the 
store every hour to ensure that there were no foreign objects on the floor. As Tom was entering 
the produce aisle, he did not see Patrice lying on the floor and tripped over her, injuring his knee. 
Neither Tom nor Patrice could get up from the floor due to their injuries, but they had a 
conversation while remaining on the floor. Tom told Patrice that his knee was injured, and Tom 
told Patrice that grapes are often on the floor of the produce aisle at Everything Mart. Patrice told 
Tom that she was losing consciousness. Patrice asked Tom to make sure that “Jesse knows that I 
love him!” 
 
Patrice eventually died from her injuries. At the time of her death, Patrice was married to 
her second husband, Wayne. Patrice and Wayne did not have any children together. Wayne had 
one child from a previous marriage, Jesse.  Jesse was a minor at the time of Patrice’s death. 
Although Jesse lived with Patrice and Wayne, Patrice never adopted Jesse. 
 
Prior to her marriage to Wayne, Patrice was married to Fred. That marriage ended in 
divorce. Patrice and Fred had one child born of their marriage, Tiffany. Tiffany was 23 at the 
time of Patrice’s death. 
 
A. Each of the following parties wants to bring a lawsuit against Everything Mart to recover 










What theory or theories of liability, if any, might each reasonably assert, what defenses, if 
any, might reasonably be raised and which side is likely to prevail in each case?  Discuss 
each fully. 
 
B. 2.5. Tom wants to bring an action against Everything Mart to recover damages for his 
injuries.  What theory or theories, if any, might he reasonably assert, what 
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LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAMINATION 
TORTS 
FEBRUARY 2018 
QUESTION 3 — 20 POINTS 
 
Ten multiple choice questions, each worth 2 points, tested the following areas of law: 
 
3.1. Battery 
3.2. Art. 2317. Acts of others and things in custody. 
3.3. Government immunity 
3.4. Comparative fault 
3.5. Self-defense 
3.6. Merchant liability 
3.7. Negligence; duty 
3.8. Invasion of privacy 
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